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1 Introduction

The autonomy of the agents is among the most important characteristics of
the concept of agency [39]. However, this autonomy can lead the overall system
to an undesired behaviour, since each agent does what it wants. This problem
may be solved by assigning an organisation to the system, as it is done in Human
Societies [32, 5]. In this context, the organisation can be considered as a set of
behavioural constraints that an agent adopts when entering into the system, ex-
pressed, for instance, by the role it will play [13, 25]. This approach is especially
useful in open Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [22] where we do not know what sort
of agent will enter the system and therefore some constraints should be enforced
(this motivation for organised MAS is well described in [36, 11]).

The precise meaning of constraint used to describe an organisation is defined by
the underlying organisational model. According to Lemâıtre and Excelente [30], or-
ganisational models may be conceived along two main points of view: agent centred
and system centred. The former takes the agents as the ‘engine’ for the organisa-
tion. The organisation only exists inside the agents and an unified global view of
the organisation is possible only as an observable phenomena (Figure 1 (a) and
(b) depicts this view). For instance, in an ant colony, the organisational behaviour
constraints are somehow defined inside the ants or in the environment and we can
describe the organisation based on the collective emergent behaviour. The latter
point of view considers a different perspective: the organisation exists as an explicit
entity of the system and is not localised in the agents. The constraints are defined
by the designer (or by the agents themselves in self-organised systems) and the
agents are supposed to follow this organisation. For example, in a school there are
documents that explicitly state the academic organisation by means of its structure
and rules. Besides the observable organisation, in this point of view an observer
can also obtain a description of the explicit organisation. Of course, the explicit
and the observed organisations may differ.

These two points of view are concerned with the ‘place’ of the organisation in
the system. Taking an agent architecture perspective, there are other situations
regarding the agents’ capabilities to represent and reason about their organisation.
This extension to Lemâıtre and Excelente [30] work was proposed in [23]. In case
(a) of Figure 1 the agents are unable to represent the organisation, although some
external observer can see an emergent structure (e.g., an ant colony [14]). Indeed,
in all four cases of Figure 1 an observer can describe, using organisational concepts
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Figure 1 Four views of organisation.

and languages, what s/he is viewing. In case (b), the agents have an internal
representation of the organisation and follow this when deciding what to do (e.g.,
coalition formations [35]). The agents’ representation is obtained by perception,
communication, etc., since there is no explicit representation of the organisation
available. In case (c), the organisation exists but the agents do not reason about
it, they simply obey as if the organisational constraints were hardwired in them
(e.g., the MAS resulted from some AOSE methodologies where the agents’ code is
generated from specifications based on organisational concepts such as roles and
responsibilities [29]). Note that in all three cases, an agent has no organisational
autonomy, in (a) and (c) they do not decide whether to follow the organisational
constraints and in (b) the organisation is defined by the agent itself, so it can not
be autonomous regarding its own organisation. Finally, in case (d) – the focus of
this article – we have both an explicit representation of the organisation available
to the agents at runtime and agents able to read, represent, and reason about
the organisation. In these kinds of systems the agents can exert organisational
autonomy, since they may decide whether to follow the organisation or not.

In order to implement a system that follows organisational constraints, it is also
usual to take either an agent or system centred point of view (in [38] these views are
called agent and institutional perspectives). In the former, the focus is on how to
develop an agent reasoning mechanism that follows the organisation. In the latter,
the main concern is how to develop an MAS framework that ensures the satisfac-
tion of the organisational constraints. This latter is important in heterogeneous
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and open systems, since the agent that enters the system may have an unknown
architecture. Of course these agents still need to have access to an organisational
representation that enable them to reason about it. However, any agent should
follow the organisation despite its organisational reasoning abilities. As far as we
know, the following available frameworks are system centred: Ameli [16] (based
on Islander), MadKit [21] (based on agr), karma [33] (based on steam), and
S-Moise+ [28] (based onMoise+).

Although these frameworks ensure that the agents will follow the organisational
constraints, they do not help the developer to program the agents to reason about
the organisation. We speculate that both approaches are needed to develop systems
like those in Figure 1 (d): (i) a framework to ensure organisational constraints and
(ii) an agent programming language that supports the agent decision making about
its organisation. The objective of this article is thus to present some software tools
to take one step towards the complete implementation of organised MAS. The
proposal is based on our previous work on the Moise+ organisational model.

This article is organised as follows: sections 2 and 3 present a comprehensive
description of the Moise+ model and accompanying tools that implement an or-
ganisational framework (item i above). These descriptions are the background
knowledge necessary to present the very contribution of this article in Section 4:
J -Moise+, which is an extension of the AgentSpeak language (initially proposed
in [34] and improved in [1, 2]). J -Moise+ allows developers to use this high level
BDI language to program organisation aware agents (item ii above). Our exten-
sion enables agents to perceive their organisation, especially its changes (e.g., a new
group is created, an agent has adopted a role), and to act upon it (e.g., create a
group, adopt a role). Finaly, before concluding, we compare our proposal to related
works in Section 5.

2 Moise+ Organisational Model

The organisational models are normally focused on a single dimension of the or-
ganisation. We have identified three main organisational dimensions in the models
proposed in the area. The first dimension concerns the functioning of the organi-
sation, for instance, the specification of global plans, the policies to allocate tasks
to agents, the coordination of plans execution, and the quality (time consumption,
resources usage, . . . ) of a plan. In this dimension, the global purpose of the system
is better achieved because the MAS has a kind of organisational memory where the
best plans to achieve a global goal are stored (e.g., tæms [31], steam [37]). The
second dimension addresses a more static aspect of the organisation: its structure,
i.e., the roles, the relations among roles, the groups of roles, etc. In these models,
the global purpose is accomplished while the agents have to follow the obligations
and permissions that their roles entitle them (e.g., agr [17], Tove [18]). The third
dimension focus on the definition of high level norms that the agents should obey
(e.g., Islander [15], Opera [11]).

Figure 2 informally shows how an organisation could explain or constrain the
agents behaviour in the case where we consider an organisation as having both
structural and functional dimensions. In this figure, it is supposed that an MAS
has the purpose of maintaining its behaviour in the set P , where P represents
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Figure 2 Organisation effects on an MAS.

all behaviours which draw the MAS’s global purposes. In the same figure, the
set E represents all possible behaviours in the current environment state. The
organisational structure is formed, for example, by roles, groups, and links that limit
the agents behaviour to those inside the set S , i.e., the set of possible behaviours
(E∩S ) becomes closer to P . It is a matter of the agents, and not of the organisation,
to conduct their behaviours from a point in ((E ∩S )−P) to a point in P . In order
to help the agents in this task, the functional dimension contains a set of collective
plans that has been proved efficient in activating P behaviours. For example, in a
soccer team we can specify both the structure (defence group, attack group, and
some roles for each group) and the functioning of the team (e.g., rehearsed plays,
as a kind of predefined collective plans that have already worked well).

Having only one dimension is normally insufficient for a system. If only the
functional dimension is specified, the organisation has nothing to ‘tell’ the agents
when there is no plan to execute (the set of possible behaviours is outside the set
F of Figure 2). Otherwise, if only the organisational structure is specified, the
agents have to reason for a collective plan every time they want to play together.
Even with a small search space of possible plans (since the structure constrains the
agents’ options), this may be a hard problem. Furthermore, the plans developed
for a particular problem are lost, since there is no organisational memory to store
these plans. Thus, in the context of some application domains, if the organisation
model specifies both dimensions while maintaining suitable independence, then the
multi-agent system that follows such a model can be more effective in adjusting the
group behaviour to its purpose. Another advantage of having both dimensions is
that the agents have more information to reason about the others position in the
organisation and thus better interact with them.

The definition of a proper organisation for an MAS is not an easy task. On one
hand the organisation can be too flexible, and then it does not help the achieve-
ment of the global purpose. On the other hand, it can be too stiff, and then the
organisation removes any advantage of the agents’ autonomy. An initial adequate
organisation is normally set up by the MAS designer, however this may become not
suitable in dynamic environments. In this case the system should have the ability
to change or adjust its organisation.
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The Moise+ organisational model is an attempt to join the three dimensions
into an unified model suitable for the reorganisation process [24, 25]. Its main
feature concerning the reorganisation process is the independence between the first
two dimensions, which are linked by the third one, the deontic dimension. The
MAS can therefore change its own structure without changing its functioning, and
vice versa [26]. In the next three subsections, we give a brief description of these
dimensions of the Moise+ model (a more detailed description is found in [25,
23]). For each dimension we have a corresponding specification that together forms
the Organisational Specification (OS). When a set of agents adopts an OS they
dynamically instantiate an Organisational Entity (OE). Once created, the OE’s
history starts and is run by events like the entering or exiting of other agents in the
OE, group creation, role adoption, mission commitment, etc.

2.1 Structural Dimension

The Moise+ Structural Specification (SS) is built in three levels: (i) the be-
haviours that an agent is responsible for when it adopts a role (individual level), (ii)
the acquaintance, communication, and authority links between roles (social level),
and (iii) the aggregation of roles in groups (collective level). Throughout this ar-
ticle, the analogy of a soccer team will be used to further illustrate and clarify the
model. Using the Moise+ notation, the team structure is specified in Figure 3 (a
more detailed definition is found in [25]).

At the individual level, the soccer team is defined by roles like goalkeeper, back
player, leader, attacker, coach, etc., and an inheritance relation among them. For
example, an agent playing as a goalkeeper inherits all properties of the roles back,
player, and soc. In Moise+ model, the adoption of roles is constrained by a
compatibility relation between roles. An agent can play two or more roles only if
they are compatible. For example, an agent playing the leader role is also allowed
to play the back role since these roles are compatible. Due to the role specialisation
(see the back-goalkeeper inheritance relation in Figure 3), the leader can also play
the goalkeeper role.

In the collective level, the players are divided into two groups (defence and
attack) which are sub-groups of the team. According to the composition relation of
Figure 3, the defence group specification is formed by three roles (goalkeeper, back,
and leader) and the maximum number of players in the group is constrained (one
goalkeeper, three backs, and one leader). It is also defined the minimum number
of players for the group to be considered well formed (one goalkeeper and three
backs). An agent playing leader is thus optional in the defence group. The leader
is also optional in the attack group. However, the group team must have one agent
playing leader to be considered well-formed. In this case, the composition has a
sub-group scope, meaning that the leader player must be in a sub-group (defence
or attack). Only after one agent is playing the role leader in a sub-group, may the
team be considered well-formed. More precisely, a team is well formed if it has one
defence sub-group, one attack sub-group, one or two agents playing the coach role,
one agent playing the leader role, and the two sub-groups are also well formed.

In the social level, the roles are linked. Each link has a source and target
role, for example, in Figure 3 it is specified that the coach (the source of the
link) has authority on all players (the target of the link) by means of an authority
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Figure 3 Soccer team structure using Moise+.

link. Although the authority link target is the role ‘player’, other roles inherit this
link. The same construction is used to increase the leader’s authority. Besides the
authority link, we can define communication and acquaintance links. Two agents
can communicate if they play roles with a communication link. The acquaintance
link is similar. In order to simplify the specification, for every authority link there
is an implicit communication link and for every communication link there is an
implicit acquaintance link.

A Moise+ group can have intra-group and inter-group links. The intra-group
links state that an agent playing the source role in a group gr is linked to all agents
playing the target role in the same group gr or in a sub-group of gr . The inter-
group links state that an agent playing the source role is linked to all agents playing
the target role in spite of which groups these agents belong to. For example, the
coach authority on player is an inter-group link (the coach and the player agents do
not need to belong to the same group), while the goalkeeper authority on backs is
an intra-group link (both agents must belong to the same group to ‘use’ this link).

2.2 Functional Dimension

The Functional Specification (FS) is composed by a set of schemes which repre-
sent how an MAS usually achieves its global (organisational) goals [7] stating how
these goals are decomposed (by plans) and distributed to the agents (by missions).
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Figure 4 Soccer team attack scheme using Moise+.

The scheme can be seen as a goal decomposition tree where the root is a global goal
and the leafs are goals that can be achieved by the agents. Such decompositions
may be set either by the MAS designers who specify their expertise in the scheme
or by the agents that store their past (best) solutions. In the soccer example, sup-
pose the team has a rehearsed play as the one specified in Figure 4. This scheme
has three missions (m1, m2, and m3) – a mission is a set of coherent goals that an
agent can achieve. When an agent commits to a mission, it is responsible for all
this mission’s goals. For example, an agent committed to the mission m3 has the
goals ‘be placed in the opponent goal area’, ‘shoot at the opponent’s goal’, and, a
common goal, ‘score a goal’. Each mission also has a cardinality constraint in the
scheme that state how many agents should commit to it. In the soccer example,
all the three missions must be committed by only a single agent.

In a scheme, each non-leaf goal gi ∈ G (where G is the set of global goals) is
decomposed in sub-goals through plans using three operators:

• sequence “,”: the plan “g1 = g2, g3” means that the goal g1 will be achieved
if and only if the goal g2 and subsequently goal g3 are achieved;

• choice “|”: the plan “g1 = g2 | g3” means that the goal g1 will be achieved if
one, and only one of, the goals g2 or g3 is achieved; and

• parallelism “‖”: the plan “g1 = g2 ‖ g3” means that the goal g1 will be
achieved if both g2 and g3 are achieved, but they can be achieved in par-
allel.

2.3 Deontic Dimension

The deontic dimension addresses the autonomy of the agents by stating explic-
itly what is permitted and obligated in the organisation. The corresponding speci-
fication describes the roles’ permissions and obligations for missions. A permission
permission(ρ,m) states that an agent playing the role ρ is allowed to commit to
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the mission m. Furthermore, an obligation obligation(ρ,m) states that an agent
playing ρ ought to commit to m. For example, in the soccer team Deontic Spec-
ification (DS) (Table 1), three roles have the right to start the scheme presented
in Figure 4 because they have the permission for the scheme’s root missions. Once
the scheme is created, the other agents (playing back, middle, . . . ) are obligated by
their roles’ deontic relations to participate in this scheme. These other agents ought
to pursue their mission’s goals, following the sequence specified by this scheme. For
instance, when a middle agent accepts the mission m2, it will try to achieve its goal
‘be placed in the middle field’ only after the goal ‘get the ball’ is already satisfied
by a back agent committed to the mission m1.

An important feature ofMoise+ is to avoid to link roles and goals directly. One
reason is to define sets of coherent goals (the missions) which are not reducible to the
concept of role. Roles are indirectly linked to missions by means of permissions and
obligations. Another reason is to add some independence between the functional
and the structural specifications.

2.4 Organisational Entity Dynamics

The dynamic of the OE consists of changes in its state, which is represented by
the following tuple:

〈os,A,GI,SI, gt , sg , st , ar , am, gs〉

where:

• os is the initial organisational specification which is composed by a set of
group specifications GT , a set of scheme specifications ST , a set of roles R,
a set of missions M, and a set of global goals G (although an OS has more
elements than these listed here, we have included only those directly linked
to the entity definition);

• A is the set of agents in the MAS;

• GI is the set of created groups;

• SI is the set of scheme instances;

• gt : GI → (GT × A) maps each group in GI to a group specification and an
owner agent; the owner agent is the creator of the group;

• sg : GI → P(GI) maps each group to its sub-groups;

Table 1 Soccer team deontic relations using Moise+.

role deontic relation mission

back permission m1

middle obligation m2

attacker obligation m3
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• st : SI → (ST × P(GI)×A) maps each scheme instance to its specification,
responsible groups, and owner;

• ar : A 7→ P(R× GI) maps agents to the roles they are playing the groups;

• am : A 7→ P(M×SI) maps agents to the missions they are committed to in
the schemes;

• gs : SI × G 7→ {unsatisfied , satisfied , impossible} maps a goal to its state, all
goals are initially mapped to unsatisfied .

This section presents a brief general overview of the entity dynamics. More
details will be given in the next sections. The OE dynamics has the following
life-cycle:

1. Creation of the OE based on an organisational specification.

2. Running the OE, which consists of the life-cycle of its groups, schemes, and
agents.

3. Entity destruction to finish the organisation.

The life-cycle of a group has the following four steps:

1. Creation of the group based on a group specification. The agent which created
the group becomes the group’s owner.

2. Adoption of roles in the group by the agents.

3. When the group is well formed (i.e., it has a valid number of players for each
role), it can be responsible for the execution of schemes.

Being responsible for a scheme means that the agents in the group will be the
agents that commit to the missions of the scheme. For instance, if we have
two instances (s1 and s2) of the same scheme specification (sch1) and two
group instances (g1 and g2), such that st(s1) = (sch1, {g1}, α1) and st(s2) =
(sch1, {g2}, α2), only agents playing roles in g1 can (or have to) commit to
missions in s1 and only agents from g2 can (or have to) commit to missions
in s2. The set of schemes that a group is responsible for is thus important to
define the permissions and obligations for an agent (see Algorithm 1).

4. Removal of the group from the OE by the owner. In order to be removed, a
group must have (i) no agents playing any role in it, (ii) no sub-groups, and
(iii) no responsibility for any scheme.

The life-cycle of a scheme is formed by the following steps:

1. Creation of the scheme based on a scheme specification by an agent that
will become its owner. The owner must have permission for a mission which
includes the root goal.

2. Assignment to responsible groups.

3. Commitment of some agents.
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4. When the scheme is well formed (i.e., there are agents committed to all mis-
sions), the goals can be pursued by the committed agents.

5. The scheme is finished when the root goal is set as satisfied or impossible.

6. When no agent is committed to the scheme, it can be removed from the OE
by its owner.

Finally, the life-cycle of an agent inside the entity is:

1. Entering in the system.

2. Adoption of roles in groups, this adoption is constrained by the role’s cardi-
nalities and compatibilities.

3. Commitment to missions in schemes, this commitment is constrained by the
deontic specification (for example, an agent can commit only to permitted
missions).

4. Removal of commitments. This removal is also constrained, an agent can re-
move its commitments only if its obligations were already fulfilled. If an agent
does not fulfil its obligations, the system should not allow it to uncommit.

5. Removal of roles if it has no more commitments.

6. Leaving the system, if the agent has no more roles to play.

3 S-Moise+ Organisational Middleware

S-Moise+ is an open source implementation of an organisational middleware,
based on a system centred view that follows theMoise+ model. This middleware,
initially described in [28], is the interface between the agent and the system levels,
providing access to the communication level, to the information about the current
state of the organisation (created groups, schemes, roles assignments, etc.), and
allowing the agents to change the organisation entity and specification (see Fig-
ure 5). Of course these changes are constrained to ensure that the agents respect
the organisational specification.
S-Moise+ has two main components: an OrgBox API that agents use to access

the organisational layer (this component is detailed in Section 3.2) and a special
agent called OrgManager. This latter agent stores the current state of the OE and
maintains its consistency during its life-cycle, i.e., it ensures organisational con-
straints. The OrgManager receives messages from the agents’ OrgBox asking for
changes in the OE state (e.g., role adoption, group creation, mission commitment).
The messages’ contents are organisational actions, detailed in Section 3.1. The
OrgManager performs the actions only if the request does not violate the organisa-
tional constraints. For example, if an agent wants to adopt a role ρ2 but it already
plays a role ρ1 which is not compatible with ρ2, the adoption of ρ2 must be denied.
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3.1 Organisational Actions

The OE is changed by organisational actions encapsulated in messages sent
by the agents to the OrgManager. Each action has arguments, preconditions and
effects (Table 2 summarises these actions). In this article we describe only some of
the actions using the soccer example, a full formalisation can be found in [23] and
also on http://moise.sourceforge.net.

As an example, let’s suppose that we have an OE where the following actions
have already been performed by an agent identified by α:

Figure 5 S-Moise+ components.

Table 2 S-Moise+ main organisational actions.

Action Description and some preconditions

create group(gt [, gi]) Creates a new group, or a sub-group of gi if gi argu-
ment is informed, based on specification gt (gt ∈ GT
and gi identifies an instance group).

remove group(gi) Removes the group identified by gi .

create scheme(st, gis) Creates a new scheme instance from specification st
(st ∈ ST ), gis (gis ⊆ GI) is a set of groups that are
responsible for the new scheme execution.

remove scheme(si) removes the scheme si from the OE; to be removed,
the root goal of the scheme must be satisfied or im-
possible and no agent is still committed to it.

set goal state(α, si, g, s) The goal g of the scheme si is set as s (s ∈
{satisfied , impossible}) by the agent α (α must be
committed to a mission that includes g).

adopt role(α, ρ, gr) The agent α adopts the role ρ in the group gr .
remove role(α, ρ, gr) The agent α gives up the role ρ in the group gr (this

role missions must be finished).
commit mission(α, m, si) The agent α commits to the mission m in the

scheme si .
finish mission(α, m, si) The agent α finishes its mission m in the scheme si

(all the mission’s goal must be satisfied or declared
impossible).
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• create group(team): a group, identified hereafter by grt , was created from
the team specification defined in Figure 3;

• create group(defence, grt): a group, identified hereafter by grd , was cre-
ated from the defence specification as a sub-group of grt ;

• create group(attack, grt): a group, identified hereafter by gra , was cre-
ated from the attack specification as a sub-group of grt ; with these three
groups created, the state of the entity is GI = {grt , grd , gra}, gt =
{grt 7→ (team, α), grd 7→ (defence, α), gra 7→ (attack, α)}, and sg = {grt 7→
{grd , gra}} (other components of the state remain empty);

• create scheme(side attack, {grt}): an instance of the side attack spec-
ification (Figure 4), identified by schsa , was created and the agents of the
group grt are responsible for this scheme’s missions; the state of the entity is
SI = {schsa} and st = {schsa 7→ (side attack, {grt}, α)}.

After the execution of these actions, the groups are not well formed, since there
is no agents playing their roles. The defence group, for instance, needs one agent
playing goalkeeper. If an agent α wants to adopt the role ρ in the group gr ,
it must send the action adopt role(α, ρ, gr) to the OrgManager.a As every
organisational action in S-Moise+, the role adoption action has some preconditions
to ensure that no organisational constraint is violated:

1. the role ρ must belong to gr ’s group specification;

2. the number of ρ players in gr must be lesser than the maximum number of ρ
players defined in the gr ’s compositional specification;

3. for all roles ρi that α already plays, the roles ρ and ρi must be intra-group
compatible in the gr ’s group specification;

4. for all roles ρi that α already plays in groups other than gr , the roles ρ and
ρi must be inter-group compatible.

The effect of adopting a role is a new mapping (α 7→ (ρ, gr)) in the ar function.
Notice that a role is always adopted inside a group of agents, since role is a relational
concept [6].

In our example, let’s suppose that eleven agents have already adopted roles such
that the three groups are well formed and that the goal ‘get the ball’ of the scheme
schsa is satisfied. Among these agents, ‘Lucio’ has adopted the role middle in the
grd group (since grd is a sub-group of grt , Lucio also belongs to grt). Is this agent
following its organisational obligations? No, because it plays a middle role in the
group that created the side attack scheme and this role obligates it to commit to
mission m2 (Algorithm 1 describes how to get all missions an agent is obligated to).
In order to be organisation compliant, Lucio commits to the m2 mission through
the action commit mission(‘Lucio’, m2, schsa). From the OrgManager point
of view, this action also has some preconditions:

1. the scheme schsa must not be finished yet;
aThe reasons for an agent to adopt a role is not covered by theMoise+ model, for more details

regarding motivations for role adoption, the reader is referred to [20, 17, 10, 9].
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2. the agent must play a role in the scheme’s responsible groups;

3. this role must be permitted or obligated to the mission, as defined in the DS.

The action effect is so that the function am is changed to add the mapping
‘Lucio’ 7→ (m2, schsa).

After its commitment, Lucio will likely pose the question: which are the global
goals I have to achieve? In the case of its m2 goals, only the goal ‘be placed in the
middle field’ is permitted (see Figure 4). Its second goal ‘go to the opponent back
line’ is not permitted by the current state of schsa . This second goal should be
pursued only after another global goal is satisfied, since it depends on ‘kick the ball
to’ achievement. Algorithm 2 is used in the OrgManager implementation to identify
permitted global goals. Thus, while some goals are becoming satisfied (by the action
set goal state), others become permitted. When a goal becomes permitted, the
agents committed to it are informed by the OrgManager. This mechanism is very
useful to coordinate the agents in the scheme execution. The agent developer does
not need to program messages that synchronise the agents in the scheme execution.

In the S-Moise+ middleware, the OrgManager both constrains the agents’
actions and provides useful information for the agents’ organisational reasoning
and coordination (e.g., missions they are supposed to commit to and goals they
can pursue). The agents can get this information either by their OrgBox API
(presented in the next section) or by some other language resources (as shown in
the Section 4).

3.2 Agents’ OrgBox

The OrgBox is the interface the agents use to access the organisational layer and
thus the communication layer. When an agent intends to (i) change the organisa-
tional entity (adoption of a role, for instance), (ii) send a message to another agent,
or (iii) get the organisational entity state it has to ask this service for its OrgBox.
The OrgBox will therefore interact with the OrgManager or another agent using the
communication layer. We have developed a protocol in the communication layer
that is followed by the OrgManager and the OrgBox to exchange information and to

function getObligatedMissions(agent α)

all ← empty list // list of obligated missions
forall role ρ ∈ ar(α, gr) do

// gr is the group where ρ is being played
forall scheme si that gr is responsible to do

if si is not finished then
forall mission m in the scheme si do

if obligated(ρ,m) is in the deontic specification then
all ← append(all ,m);

return all ;
Algorithm 1: Algorithm to compute the missions an agent is obligated to.
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inform about organisational events. We can see the OrgBox as a component that
encapsulates this protocol. In current implementation, the communication layer
is implemented by Saci system (http://www.lti.pcs.usp.br/saci) – a KQML
compliant multi-agent communication infrastructure.

When an agent asks OrgManager for a ‘copy’ of the current state of the OE,
it will not receive exactly what is in the OrgManager’s memory. According to the
Moise+ model, an agent is allowed to know another agent α only in case it plays a
role ρ1, α plays ρ2, and these roles are linked by an acquaintance link. For example
the player role of Figure 3 has an acquaintance link to the coach role, thus an agent
playing this role is allowed to know the agents who are playing the coach role.
Indeed, since player is an abstract role, no agent will adopt it, however other roles
(like back, leader, etc.) inherit this acquaintance link from the player role. The
copy of the OE received by an agent contains therefore only information related to
acquainted agents.

The OrgBox interface is hence invoked by the agents to send messages, to ask
for information, ant to change the organisation. However, this service is also in-
voked by the OrgManager. When there is a state change of a scheme to which
some agent is committed, the OrgManager informs this agent’s OrgBox about the
new permissions, obligations, and goals it can pursue. The OrgBox then notifies
the agent about this event. Obviously, the OrgBox only informs the agent about
its organisational goals, it is a matter of the agent to achieve them (by plans, be-
haviours, etc.). The fact that is stated in the organisational system level is that
the agent is responsible for achieving such a goal.

3.3 Organisational Constraints

In the S-Moise+ middleware, we have two kinds of constraints: hard con-
straints and soft constraints. Hard constraints are those that must be enforced to
maintain the organisational entity in a consistent state. Since these constraints
can not be violated by any agent, they should be implemented in the middleware.
From all organisational constraints defined in the Moise+ model, the following
are hard constraints: (i) maximum number of role players in a group as defined

function isPermitted(scheme sch, goal g)

if g is the sch root then
return true;

else
g is in a plan that match ‘g0 = · · · g · · · ’;
if g is in a plan that match ‘g0 = · · · gi , g · · · ’ then

if gi is already satisfied then
return true;

else
return false;

else
return isPermitted(sch, g0);

Algorithm 2: Algorithm to verify permitted goals.
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in the cardinality relation between a role and a group; (ii) role compatibility; (iii)
commitment allowed only to permitted or obligated missions; (iv) acquaintance and
communication links; and (v) creation of groups and schemes that are previously
specified.

Soft constraints are related to the deontic dimension and are not guaranteed
by the middleware, since the agents are supposed to autonomously decide to follow
them or not. These constrains can therefore be violated. A sanction system may be
used to enforce them; such a system is not covered in this paper, but one proposal
is presented in [19]. Among the Moise+ specification elements, the authority
link, the commitment to obligated missions, and the achievement of goals are soft
constraints. For example, if an agent is obligated to achieve some goal and is not
pursuing it, the middleware can not know it because it has no access to the internal
state of the agents. It could also be the case when the middleware may know that
the agent is not respecting the constraint (e.g., it is not committing to an obligated
mission), but there is no instruments to force the agent to commit. Soft constraints
are thus normally enforced in the agent reasoning capabilities.

An important feature of S-Moise+ middleware concerning open systems is that
it can ensure hard organisational constraints despite the architecture or language
used to develop the agents that use the middleware. The requirements to enter the
system are (i) to use the OrgBox to interact with the organisational level and (ii)
to understandMoise+ specifications.

Once this middleware constrains the agents’ behaviour based on a Moise+

organisational specification, we can see this specification as a kind of declarative
organisational programming language at the system level. Obviously, this specifica-
tion does not define the exact behaviour of the agents, as they remain autonomous
with respect to this organisation. However, as pointed out in the introduction,
in order to develop a multi-agent system we also need to program the agents: in
our proposal, we need to program agents which are organisation aware. The next
section will describe a proposal for organisational programming at the agent level.

4 J -Moise+ Organisational Agent

This section describes how an agent programming language can be used to make
both organisational information and actions available to agents. Among several
languages for agent programming, we have chosen the AgentSpeak language [34]
and its open source interpreter Jason (http://jason.sf.net [2, 3, 4]) to program
the organised agents. This choice was made because the language is based on the
well known BDI architecture and the interpreter is easily customised to include the
organisational support. This tool is called J -Moise+, since it joins Jason and
Moise+.

The J -Moise+ is built upon the S-Moise+ middleware, thus including the
OrgManager and OrgBox components. We have only extended the communica-
tion level options for the communication level available in Jason : Saci, Jade,
standalone, or any other infrastructure available in future releases. Figure 6 illus-
trates how these components are integrated into Jason . The J -Moise+ basically
offers to the AgentSpeak programmer (i) a set of actions to change the organisa-
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Figure 6 General view of the J -Moise+ architecture.

tion (Section 4.1) and (ii) produce some events so that agents may react to the
organisational changes (Section 4.2).

4.1 Organisational Actions

The syntax of AgentSpeak is based on the notion of plans. A plan is triggered
by some event and is guarded by some context, the syntax is

<event> : <context> <- <body>.

In the case where the event happens and the context holds, the plan’s body is
executed. For instance, the plan

+ball(X,Y) : i_am_near(X,Y) <- action1; action2; ...

is triggered when the agent perceives the ball at location X,Y (+ means that some-
thing was added in the belief base, as a perception in the above example). If the
agent can prove from its beliefs that i am near(X,Y) holds, the plan is selected for
execution and becomes an intention. Every intention is executed by performing the
actions of the body.

The set of available actions in Jason can be extended by means of internal
actions. We thus create a library of internal actions called jmoise (see Figure 6)
that implements all the organisational actions shown in Table 2. These actions
simply ask the OrgBox to send messages to the OrgManager. For example, the
following plan uses the internal action jmoise.create group to create a new group
based on the specification team:
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+some_event : true <- jmoise.create_group(team).

4.2 Organisational Events

The Jason programmer may customise several components of the system. In
J -Moise+, we customise the agent architecture that is responsible to link the agent
to its environment and other agents. We particularly change the agent perception
to include organisational events. An agent thus perceives when a group is created,
when a scheme is started, when it has an organisational obligation, and so on.
For example, the creation of a new group is perceived by the agent with an event
like +group(<GrSpecId>, <GrInstanceId>). The agent can therefore handle this
event with plans like the following:

+group(attack,GId) : true <- jmoise.adopt_role(leader,GId).

In this example, whenever a group from specification attack is created, the agent
adopts the role leader in the group, this new group identification is the value of the
variable GId. Of course the plan context (true in above example) may constrain
the role adoption. For instance, in the following plan, the agent only adopts the
role in case the group creator is a friend and the agent is capable of being the leader
(the terms enclosed in square brackets form the set of annotations of the predicate):

+group(attack,GId)[owner(O)]
: my_friend(O) & capable(leader)
<- jmoise.adopt_role(leader,GId).

When, for example, a group is removed from the organisational entity, a be-
lief deletion event is generated (they start with -). In this case, the event is
-group(<GrSpecId>, <GrInstanceId>) and it can be handle by plans like:

-group(attack,GId) : true
<- .print("The attack group ",GId," was removed!").

The enumeration of some events provided by the organisational architecture is de-
scribed in Table 3. Among those events, an important one is +obligation(si,
m). This event is generated by the architecture whenever the agent should commit
to the mission m in the scheme instance si . The OrgManager notifies the agent
architecture about its obligation when it plays a role ρ in a group gi that is respon-
sible for the scheme si and this role is obligated to the mission m that belongs to si
(Algorithm 1 is used by OrgManager to identify obligations). In order to program
an agent that always commit to its obligations, we can simply add the following
plan into the agent code:

+obligation(Sch, Mission) : true
<- jmoise.commit_mission(Mission,Sch).

As in the previous example, the context of the plan can be used to constraint the
commitment, as in the following example:

+obligation(Sch, Mission)[group(GId)]
: .my_name(Me) &
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group(_,GId)[owner(O)] &
jmoise.link(authority, O, Me)

<- jmoise.commit_mission(Mission,Sch).

The example shows how the authority link can be enforced by the developer at the
agent level, since, as pointed out at the end of Section 3.3, at the system level we
can not guarantee that this kind of link is followed by the agents. In the above plan,
the agent commits to the mission only in case the owner of the group responsible
for the scheme has an authority link to the agent. The internal action jmoise.link
is used to check whether the owner has the link or not.

The agent architecture also generates goal achievement events (represented in
AgentSpeak by +!<goal>) when an agent’s organisational goals become permitted
in the current state of a scheme execution. The programmer can thus write plans
to deal with these events enabling the agent to achieve its organisational goals.
For example, when the goal ‘bePlacedInMiddleField’ is permitted, since the goal
‘getTheBall’ was satisfied (see Figure 4), the agent committed to this goal’s mission
will get the event +!bePlacedInMiddleField and a plan like the following may be
triggered:

+!bePlacedInMiddleField[scheme(Sch)] : true
<- <the actions to achieve the goal>;

jmoise.set_goal_state(
Sch,
bePlacedInMiddleField,
satisfied).

Note that when the goal is achieved, the agent has to notify the OrgManager. It
can thus change the state of the scheme execution and coordinate its execution.
If the goal is not achieved, the OrgManager should also be notified. For example,
we can use failure events, that were generated when some plan to achieve a goal
fails, to inform the OrgManager that some goal was not achieved (failure events are
represented by -!<goal>):

-!bePlacedInMiddleField[scheme(Sch)] : true
<- jmoise.set_goal_state(

Sch,
bePlacedInMiddleField,
impossible).

Figure 7 contains the AgentSpeak code of an agent that plays the back role in
the defence group. The creation of the groups of the team is performed by the coach
agent, so the corresponding code is not included in the Figure. The first plan of
this agent adopts the role back whenever a group defence is created. The second
plan starts an attack scheme (Figure 4) when the agent perceives the ballb. After
creating the scheme, it commits to the mission m1, since it is permitted to it (see
Table 1). The code has one plan for each organisational goal, however the actions
to achieve these goals were omitted. When the root goal of the scheme is satisfied,
the agent removes its commitment. Finally, when all agents have removed their
commitments in the scheme (the number of players is zero), the scheme is finished.

bThis code is merely illustrative and not the code for a really good player.
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Table 3 J -Moise+ main organisational events.

Event Description

+/- group(gt,gi)[owner(α)] perceived by all agents when a gt group is
created (event +) or removed (event -) by the
agent α (gt ∈ GT and gi identifies an instance
group).

+/- scheme(st,si)[owner(α)] perceived by all agents when a st scheme is
created (+) or finished (-) by the agent α (st ∈
ST and si identifies an instance scheme).

+ scheme group(si,gi) perceived by gi players (the agents playing
role in gi) when their group becomes respon-
sible for the scheme si .

+ sch players(si, n) perceived only by the owner of the scheme
si when the number of players changes (the
number of players is the number of agents
committed to the scheme).

+ goal state(si, g, s) perceived by si players when the state of
the goal g has changed to the state s ∈
{satisfied , impossible}.

+/- play(α, ρ, gi) perceived by the agents of group instance gi
when an agent α adopts (event +) or remove
(event -) a role in the group.

+/- commitment(α, m, si) perceived by the si players (the agents com-
mitted to some mission in si) when an agent α
commits or removes a commitment to a mis-
sion m in the scheme si .

+ obligation(si, m)
[role(ρ), group(gi)] perceived by an agent when it has an organisa-

tional obligation for a mission m in the scheme
si . It has a role ρ in a group gi responsible
for a scheme si and this role is obligated to a
mission in the scheme.

+ permission(si, m)
[role(ρ), group(gi)] perceived by an agent when it has an organ-

isational permission for a mission m in the
scheme si . It has a role ρ in a group gi re-
sponsible for a scheme si and this role has
permission to the mission in the scheme.
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// when a defence group is created, adopt
// the role back of Figure 3 in it
+group(defence,GId) : true

<- jmoise.adopt role(back,GId).

// when I see the ball, creates the scheme of Figure 4
// with the team instance as responsible group
+see(ball)

: group(team,GId) // get the id of the team group
<- jmoise.create scheme(sideAttack, [GId]).

// when I has permission (see Table 1), commit to
// mission m1 of the scheme I have created
+permission(Sch, m1)

: .my name(Me) &

scheme(sideAttack,Sch)[owner(Me)]

<- jmoise.commit mission(m1,Sch).

/* Plans for the organisational goals of mission m1 */

+!getBall[scheme(Sch)] : true

<- <actions to bet the ball>;

jmoise.set goal state(Sch,getBall,satisfied).

+!goOpField[scheme(Sch)] : true

<- <actions to go to the opponent field>;

jmoise.set goal state(Sch,goOpField,satisfied).

+!kickBall[scheme(Sch)]

: // get the agent committed to m2
commitment(Ag, m2, Sch)

<- <actions to kick the ball to Ag>;

jmoise.set goal state(Sch,kickBall,satisfied).

// when the root goal of the scheme is satisfied,
// remove my missions
+goal state(Sch, G[root], satisfied) : true

<- jmoise.remove mission(Sch).

// removes the scheme if it has no more players
// and it was created by me
+sch players(Sch,0)

: .my name(Me) & scheme( , Sch)[owner(Me)]

<- jmoise.remove scheme(Sch).

Figure 7 AgentSpeak code of an agent that plays back.
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Thanks to the customisation facilities of Jason and the AgentSpeak language,
it is quite simple to support the organisational programming at the agent level.
Although J -Moise+ enables the agent to perceive and act upon its organisation,
the problem of reasoning about the organisation and deciding whether to follow
the organisation or not is not covered in this article and remains for future work (a
good starting point is the proposal presented in [12]). However, J -Moise+ is one
step towards the solution of this problem in the context of BDI programming with
AgentSpeak.

5 Contributions and Future Work

In this article, we described a proposal towards declarative organisational pro-
gramming both at the agent level (with J -Moise+) and at the system level (with
S-Moise+). In our proposal, while a BDI based programming language can be
used to program those agents, a middleware ensures that the agents will follow
some organisational constraints. These constraints are declared by the developer (or
even by the agents themselves) according to an organisational model (theMoise+

model) and a point of view that enables the organisational autonomy. The organi-
sational model used in our proposal enables the declaration of MAS organisational
structure (role, groups, links), functioning (global goals, global plans, missions),
obligations, and permissions. The main features of this proposal are:

• S-Moise+ follows a system centred point of view where the organisational
specification is interpreted at runtime, it is not hardwired in the agents’ code;

• It is suitable for heterogeneous and open systems, since S-Moise+ is an
exogenous approach and therefore does not require a special agent architecture
or programming language;

• Despite this openness, a programming support is given in a particular high
level declarative language and architecture (AgentSpeak);

• It provides a synchronisation mechanism for scheme execution;

• It is suitable for reorganisation where the declaration of the organisation can
dynamically change. Since the organisational specification is available to the
agents and they follow it, the fact of simply changing the specification also
changes the agents behaviour (as in Figure 1 (d)). We have used this ap-
proach both to develop a soccer team that change itsMoise+ organisational
at runtime [26] and to specify contract dynamics in an electronic business
alliance [27].

Regarding related frameworks, our proposal at the system level is quite comple-
mentary to Ameli [16], MadKit [21], and karma [33]. Many implementation solu-
tions proposed by these frameworks were adopted in S-Moise+ (like the OrgBox
which is very similar to Teamcore proxy from karma and governor from Ameli).
Although the general implementation architectures are similar, the underlying or-
ganisational model and purpose are different. Ameli has a good support for com-
munication and protocols that S-Moise+ does not have. However, it does not
stress the structural and deontic dimensions like S-Moise+. MadKit is focused on
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the structural dimension and does not include the functional and deontic dimen-
sions. karma is concerned with both the structure and the functioning and has
an excellent support for coordination of global plan execution, however it lacks an
explicit deontic dimension.

Besides the contributions related to the underlying organisational model and the
middleware, as far as we known, the J -Moise+ architecture is the first proposal
to bring the organisational resources to the AgentSpeak programming language.
Of course, J -Moise+ is not related to open systems, since it is used only for
agents programmed with Jason . Nevertheless the set of tools described in this
article (S-Moise+ combined with J -Moise+) allows developers to implement an
organised MAS both at the system and agent levels.

As a future development, we intend to formalise the model and extend it with
new features like communication dimension, detection of violation of an agent obli-
gation, and a sanction system. We also plan to define an organisational meta level,
independently of the organisational model adopted, to create a (i) generic ontology
of organisational terms and (ii) to provide translation to and from a particular or-
ganisational model to other (an initial proposal is presented in [8]). At the agent
level, an internal reasoning mechanism that deals with an organisation specification
is the next step.
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